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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Here's the quote which helped set up the successful trading of today's session: 

Once again, we're going to be equally ready - and without bias or prediction - to trade a support-

bounce rally UP AWAY FROM the 2,055 pivot (bullish again if we break to new intraday highs) 

which targets eventually 2,100 (or higher).   

Today was a little more challenging than normal or standard days because it was a hybrid session.  Remember 

our preference is to trade EITHER a Range Day or a Trend Day session because each day calls for unique tactics 

and a focus on different indicators.  Range Days focus on Bollinger Bands and Divergences as we play Fade 

Trades (we ignore moving averages); Trend Days focus on price (pullbacks/flags) and moving averages (while 

we ignore divergences).   

Nevertheless, today's session had a hybrid of both strategies as the session failed to hold a Trend Day 

together.  It devolved into a Range Session, only to see a resumption of the trend into the close. 

Note how I labeled the trades.  The first was a simple pro-trend day strategy of playing a retracement into a 

rising market at the rising 20 (or 50) EMA on the 5-min chart.  This trade failed to reach its target (the upper 

Bollinger) and thus it set in motion Trade #2 which was a BREAKDOWN or BREAKOUT TRADE that triggered 

beneath the 50 EMA. 

However, sellers could not force the market lower when buyers stepped in at support with divergences, 

boosting the market higher to create a SECOND breakout opportunity for our Trade #3.  Note how Trades #2 

and #3 were based (triggered) on the 50 EMA on the 5-min chart which is our Line in the Sand on a Trend Day. 

Look closely at the 1-min chart to see the divergences and why you also could have played Range Day 

strategies - as opposed to the trades I labeled which favored a Trend Day (style) interpretation. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Employment Situation (8:30am EST) 

Jobless Claims (8:30am) 

Factory Orders (10:00am) 
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June 29 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

The big event from today's session comes from Oil which continued its short-term downtrend, collapsing and creating a 

Trend Day down away from the $58.50 support pivot.  This could be a new catalyst for a BREAKOUT or BREAKDOWN 

even and we need to focus our attention here. 

At the same time, the US Dollar Index broke resistance above 96.00 into its own powerful Trend Day today.  Keep your 

attention here in the event the Dollar continues through "Open Air" higher which could quickly put additional pressure 

on oil and - to an extent - Gold. 

Gold held support and positive divergences extended at the lows which puts us in a possible bullish reversal situation 

(opportunity).  Look to trade any reversal up away from the current $1,170 level... or alternately be ready to short gold 

(or stand aside) on a trigger breakdown beneath today's lows. 
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Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

While today's session carried price higher as expected (dominant thesis), buyers were not quite able to build on the 

early morning rally and close the market powerfully higher today.  However, we did see an initial break and retest of the 

breakout level near 2,065 and thus we'll declare the market "edge of the cliff" bullish and potentially ready to continue 

trading higher "up away from" 2,065 and 2,070 if we see a breakout tomorrow.  We'll tilt bullishly but will be neutral 

between 2,060 and 2,070.  We'll be ready to play an alternate thesis breakdown/sell-swing lower "down away from" 

2,060 if indeed the real-time price action breaks that neutral support shelf and trendline as drawn. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Let's again be clear with our planning - Price SHOULD BE going up, bouncing UP AWAY FROM the 200 day Simple Moving 

Average (red) and continuing the 'overbought' or corrective bounce which we're seeing now.  That's logical and 

expected and - for now - it's happening.  Each day, we plan and react and can't rest on our laurels of what we think the 

market should do - we have to be ready for alternate/unexpected outcomes and adapt quickly. 

For now, we're into resistance (see hourly chart) into the 2,080 index pivot and will use it as we used the 2,070 level.  

We're breakout bullish above it to continue the bullish rally higher (toward 2,100 most likely into the future) and will 

play real-time retracement or even intraday breakout trades if indeed the market does continue trading higher. 

But we'll recognize this as a resistance level and will be cautious and neutral/bearish real-time on any movement down 

away from 2,080.  We won't become super bearish unless price breaks to new lows under 2,055 and 2,050. 


